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Open Letter to all Cardinals  
(also available electronically with the option for google translation on https://www.ecclesiadei.nl ) 

 
 
 
Your Eminences 
 
We wish to express our gratitude and very sincerely thank His Holiness Pope Francis for not confirm-

ing the false promptings of the “prophets of doom” [1&2], but for listening to the advice of his predecessor 
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI and His Eminence Cardinal Sarah. By neither abolishing compulsory priestly 
celibacy nor allowing the ordination of female deacons in the Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Querida 
Amazonia, Pope Francis has saved the Mystical Body of Christ from substantial changes that come forth 
from the liberal ideology inspired material continuity as supported by the “prophets of doom”.   

We also express our deepest gratitude and very sincerely thank His Holiness Pope Emeritus Benedic-
tus XVI and His Eminence Cardinal Sarah for writing and publishing their recent book “From the Depths of 
Our Hearts”.  In defending priestly celibacy within the Roman Catholic tradition, this book fully supports 
the true ontological continuity of the sacred Life of the Mystical Body of Christ as embodied in His Church. 
With this book, these eminent and exemplary churchmen demonstrate beautifully the seriousness with 
which they take, and execute, their priestly, episcopal and pontifical duties.  

However and unfortunately, Pope Francis neither speaks positively or negatively, nor (most signifi-
cantly) makes a clear condemnation of the endeavour to get rid of compulsory priestly celibacy, as it was 
proposed in the Final Document of the Amazon Synod. This position may lead to ambiguous interpreta-
tions of the Exhortation. This is especially so, because in the third and fourth paragraphs of the Exhorta-
tion, the full Final Document of the Amazon Synod is officially presented, with everyone being encouraged 
to read it in full. Furthermore, it states that the entire Church would be enriched and challenged by the 
work of the Synod, and that one would be inspired by it and should strive to apply it.  

Herewith a dangerous bombshell has been dropped, of which indeed the first signs have been heard 
from some Cardinals even on the very first day after publication of the Exhortation. Surely due to this and 
other Doctrinal ambiguities in this Exhortation, new offensives from the ‘prophets of doom’ can be expected 
that reject the Tradition which has been built on conditions and practices which have developed (organi-
cally and ontologically) throughout history. They will continue to put the Holy Father under pressure by 
false promptings to abolish compulsory priestly celibacy, and even still yet again promoting the ordination 
of women. By misusing serious circumstances within the Church and the world, they continue to argue by 
means of doomsday scenarios. In this way the Mystical body of Christ (the Church) is being accused as the 
source of evil effects due to its (Traditional i.e. rigid) Doctrine, its Sacred Life, its Pastoral Care and struc-
ture, in the same manner as was done with respect to the Amazon region and as is being done again with 
the German Synodal Path (to a German National Church). 

                                              

[1]  ‘Opening address of the Second Vatican Council’ (October 11th), Pope St. John XXIII (1962) http://w2.vatican.va/con-
tent/john-xxiii/la/speeches/1962/documents/hf_j-xxiii_spe_1962 1011_opening-council.html - the Vatican website 
does not provide an English translation of this Opening Address, the translation by http://www.ourladyswarri-
ors.org/teach/v2open.htm has been used here]; 

[2]  Pope John XXIII, in his Opening Address of the Second Vatican Council stated about  the “prophets of doom”: ”These people 
see only ruin and calamity in the present conditions of human society. They keep repeating that our times, if compared to past centuries, 
have been getting worse. And they act as if they have nothing to learn from history, which is the teacher of life”.  These “prophets of doom” can 
be considered more concretely today as “these people see only ‘doom’ in the present condition of the Church and the 
world.  They keep repeating the suggestion that our time is getting worse due to an outdated Tradition of the Mystical 
Body of Christ, i.e. its Structure, Doctrine, Sacred Life and Pastoral Care. Moreover, by rejecting Tradition i.e. one of 
the two sources of Revelation, they act as if they have nothing to learn from its continuous and ontological 
development throughout history, which is the teacher of life”.  

https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/
http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-xxiii/la/speeches/1962/documents/hf_j-xxiii_spe_19621011_opening-council.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-xxiii/la/speeches/1962/documents/hf_j-xxiii_spe_19621011_opening-council.html
http://www.ourladyswarriors.org/teach/v2open.htm
http://www.ourladyswarriors.org/teach/v2open.htm
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Therefore, in solidarity with the extraordinary example given by Pope Emeritus Benedictus XVI and 
His Eminence Cardinal Sarah, we remind and call on you all, Cardinals, those in executive office as well as 
the emeriti, to exercise your ministerial duty. It is imperative in these challenging times that the eternal 
Depositum Fidei and our Holy Father are protected and strengthened against the wickedness and snares of 
the devil as particularly manifest in Pope John XXIII’s “prophets of doom” warning, and as further explained 
in the appendix of this letter: “The Core Problem”.   

This duty of all Cardinals to defend and protect Divine Truth and the sacred Life of the Mystical Body 
of Christ i.e. the Church, also includes the obligation to defend and protect the Holy Father, even with 
one’s own life. The principal threats of our time against our Holy Father are those of the devil who con-
tinuously tries, by false promptings, to substantially change the veracity of our Faith and the sacred Life of 
the Mystical Body of Christ.  

This important duty is independent of your age and status within the church. This means that, alt-
hough the emeriti Cardinals among you are not allowed to criticize the executive management of their 
successors, you remain Cardinals until death, and therefore maintain the obligation to carry out this sacred 
duty, requested and unrequested.   

We, therefore, call on the Cardinals who act like the “prophets of doom” to please stop. Factually, you 
accuse Christ and the Holy Spirit of badly creating and poorly protecting the Mystical Body of Christ and 
you proudly strive to replace the Roman Catholic Church with a manmade human community after your 
own ideas. We humbly call on you to retreat from these intentions and actions, in God’s name before it is 
too late.  

Your collegial fidelity and combined spiritual strength is necessary to enable the Holy Father, like St. 
Peter after his conversion, to confirm the whole Church in the One True Faith. The words of St. Vincent 
of Lérins act as a perfect example:  “all which has been believed everywhere, always, by all” must be confirmed by 
the Pope as true and to be held as such by all members of the Church.   

With heartfelt gratitude for your kind and generous consideration, we humbly beg your sincere prayers 
for the Holy Father.  We offer you the assurance of our filial support and prayers and we humbly ask for 
the grace of your blessing. 

 
Faithfully in Christo, 
 
 

 
Jack P. Oostveen 
Arthur van Schendelplein 135 
2624CV Delft 
The Netherlands 

 
Attachment:  

Enclosed you will find the appendix “the core problem”, the extract of a problem analysis in accordance with the scientific engi-
neering approach to solve complex problems fundamentally and adequately instead of merely combating symptoms. 

See also 

 [https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/docs/clarity.html] 

 [https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/docs/risk_analysis.html] 

 [https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/docs/fruits-of-vatican_ii-part_1.html] 

 [https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/docs/fruits-of-vatican_ii-part_2.html] 

This letter is 

 Sent to all Cardinals in paper format or by e-mail as far as the addresses are available; 

 Sent as copy to the Holy Fathers Franciscus and Benedictus XVI in paper format; 

 Made available electronically to share with Bishops, priests and faithful.  

https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/docs/risk_analysis.html
https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/docs/fruits-of-vatican_ii-part_1.html
https://www.ecclesiadei.nl/docs/fruits-of-vatican_ii-part_2.html
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The core problem:  

True Ontological Continuity versus False Evolutionary Material Continuity  

 

Because Creation is by definition good ab initio, and Our Lord, God of creation founded the Church 
as the Mystical Body of Christ, both are intrinsically good and do not need to change substantially.  Fun-
damentally, misled by Satan, evil came into the world through the original sin of Adam. This original sin 
has damaged the 'dignity of human nature', resulting in a wounded and weakened free will of man that has 
affected the whole of Creation. 

To restore Creation, the wounded ‘dignity of human nature’ had to be healed.  Therefore, God became 
incarnate into His Creation through His Son, Jesus Christ, who by his crucifixion triumphed over Satan 
and restored the ‘dignity of human nature’ in a wonderful manner.  In addition, respecting the free will of man, 
Christ created the Church, His Mystical Body, for joining Him in His triumph over sin.  Thus, the only 
objective of the Church is the sanctification of every person by baptizing him or her in the name 
of the Holy Trinity, teaching them to live in accordance with the commandments, following the example 
of Christ in His words and deeds and leading us all towards eternal life. Our Lord knowing the weakness 
of the free will of man, sent the Holy Spirit and gave the Church its Sacraments to help and strengthen the 
faithful. 

Both Divine Truth and the Mystical Body of Christ come from God and are therefore intrinsically 
good and do not need any substantial change. Therefore, any development regarding the Church, its Faith, 
Traditions and practices must follow a humble ontological continuity without any substantial change:  i.e. 
deepening the understanding of revealed Truth, the Adoration of God, the Sacredness of the Church’s 

Life and Pastoral care in accordance with the 
Commandments, following the example of Christ. 
Such ontological continuity is fully consistent with 
the opening words of Pope John XXIII to the 
Second Vatican Council: “the Church should never de-
part from the sacred patrimony of truth received from the 

Fathers” and “the truth of the Lord will remain forever”. In a similar way, Pope Benedict XVI reinforced and 
further confirmed this ontological continuity when he wrote (in his letter to the Bishops accompanying the 
Motu Proprio Summorum Pontificum), “What earlier generations held as sacred, remains sacred and great for us too, and 
it cannot be all of a sudden entirely forbidden or even considered harmful” 

However, in opposition to this humble ontological continuity, the modernists propagate a continuity 
based on worldly material evolution and a liberal ideology. This materialistic continuity is based on a com-
parison with the physical law of ‘conservation of matter’ where matter bears the continuity within any process, 
instead of substance or form. This type of continuity is false, because it does not guarantee the continuity 
of substance: full substantial discontinuity is therefore falsely propagated as continuity. For example, con-
sider the burning of a candle. The wax is transformed through the flame into heat, light and vapour. The 
heat, light and vapour if carefully measured and collected would materially correspond fully to the amount 
of wax consumed – i.e. demonstrating conservation (continuity) of matter. Nevertheless, the candle ceases 
to be or in other words the substance of that candle no longer exists, because that candle was changed by 
a continuous material process into something else with different material properties, which is no longer a 
candle. It is factually and physically “discontinued” as a candle, despite the material continuity. Using this 
analogy, to cover what is substantial discontinuity, the modernists hide the lie of the intended discontinuity 
in Church since Vatican II from the well-meaning faithful. They continue today in the same way and mis-
lead the faithful, by slowly making gradual but systematic and ambiguous changes so that it looks like a 
continuity in the short term. However, factually in the long term these changes are deliberately made in 
order to prepare their final goal, which is intended a real break or discontinuity from the True Church as 
Mystical Body of Christ, into another entity entirely This indeed is a long process, but is becoming more 

the only objective of the Church is the sanctification of 
every person by baptizing him or her in the name of the 

Holy Trinity  and leading towards the eternal life
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and more objectively manifest in hindsight, when examining the evidence of what has happened in the 
Church since Vatican II.  

These changes concern the Church’s structures, its Doctrine, the Adoration of God as well as the 
sacredness of the Church’s Life and its principles of Pastoral Care. Evidently, these changes have not 
yielded a true deepening of Faith. On the contrary, the modernists continue to argue like “prophets of doom” 
by means of doomsday scenarios, by which they accuse the Church of evil effects resulting from its out-
moded and inadequate structure, its Doctrine, its ecclesiastical Life, the Adoration of God and principles 
of Pastoral Care. Meanwhile, all people are considered well-intentioned, but victims of that outdated sys-
tem.  

We must refer again to Pope John XXIII and his opening address to Vatican II, because of his warning 
to the Council Fathers on the “prophets of doom” [3]. From the Pope’s definition, these “prophets of doom” are 
clearly those, who seek to change the present conditions of human society, which are in this context the 
moral laws and the underlying fundamen-
tal doctrines that were so firmly defended 
by the Church prior to the second Vati-
can Council. Evidently, one cannot ac-
cuse the conservatives of changing these 
present conditions. Then, in 2012 Pope 
Benedict XVI stated [4] “… this point 
touches on the real expectations of the Council. 
The Church, which during the Baroque era was 
still shaping the world, had from the nineteenth century onwards visibly entered into a negative relationship with the modern era, 
which had only then properly begun. 'Did it have to remain so?' 'Could the Church not take a positive step into the new era?’". 
Factually, herewith Pope Benedict XVI clearly described the identity of the “prophets of doom” as given by 
Pope John XXIII’s words “They keep repeating that our times, if compared to past centuries, have been getting worse” 

The fruits of these expectations can be observed in the modernists wish to fundamentally change the 
structures of the Church, its Doctrine, its sacred Life and its principles of Pastoral care, in order to build 
“a better Church” more comfortable with and aligned to the (secular) world. In other words, the modernists 
imply that the Mystical Body of Christ is not intrinsically good in and of itself, as it was created by Christ 
and protected by the Holy Spirit. This is heretical. Similarly, the modernist ideology denies original sin 
and its effects on man, and by that the continuing need to fight against sin. Within this claim, some are 
going so far as to deny the need to convert people and even suggest that baptism is not necessary for 
salvation and eternal life.  

These people are attached to the liberal ideology of the “new theology”. They are that same liberal and 
modernist wing that hijacked the Council on its first working day, 13th October 1962. Evidently, these 
"prophets of doom" can also be still found among todays’ theologians, Cardinals, Bishops, priests, religious 

                                              

[3]  Pope John XXIII, in his Opening Address of the Second Vatican Council stated about  the “prophets of doom”: 
”These people see only ruin and calamity in the present conditions of human society. They keep repeating that our times, if 
compared to past centuries, have been getting worse. And they act as if they have nothing to learn from history, which is the teacher of 
life”.  These “prophets of doom” can be considered more concretely today as “these people see only ‘doom’ in the 
present condition of the Church and the world.  They keep repeating the suggestion that our time is getting 
worse due to an outdated Tradition of the Mystical Body of Christ, i.e. its Structure, Doctrine, Sacred Life and 
Pastoral Care. Moreover, by rejecting Tradition i.e. one of the two sources of Revelation, they act as if 
they have nothing to learn from its continuous and ontological development throughout history, 
which is the teacher of life”.  

[4]  Pope Benedict XIV (2012), Preface of 'Joseph Ratzinger, Zur Lehre des Zweiten Vatikanischen Konzils.' Erster Teil-
band, (Joseph Ratzinger. Gesammelte Schriften 7/1), re-edited by Mgr. Gerard Ludwig Müller und der 'Institut 
Papst Benedikt XVI', Regensburg, ISBN 978-3-451-34124-3, Herder Verlag, Freiburg 2012. [English transla-
tion by Radio Vatican: http:/en.radiovaticana.va/storico/2012/10/10/pope_pens_rare_article_on_his_in-
side_view_of_ vatican_ii/en1-628717] 

“… this point touches on the real expectations of the Council. 

The Church, which during the Baroque era was still shaping the 

world, had from the nineteenth century onwards visibly entered 

into a negative relationship with the modern era, which had only 

then properly begun. 'Did it have to remain so?' 'Could the 

Church not take a positive step into the new era?’".

http://en.radiovaticana.va/storico/2012/10/10/pope_pens_rare_article_on_his_inside_view_of_vatican_ii/en1-628717
http://en.radiovaticana.va/storico/2012/10/10/pope_pens_rare_article_on_his_inside_view_of_vatican_ii/en1-628717
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and other faithful.  They are still using the same methods to distract the clergy and faithful. They falsely 
accuse those who warned the Pope and the Church about the ambiguous proposals, of being the ‘real’ 
“prophets of doom”!  They also accuse anybody who is attached to tradition, of being “rigid” because they are 
blocking progress towards their intended goal. Those, including increasing numbers of young faithful, who 
find comfort in and spiritual benefit from assisting at the Traditional Latin Mass are being derided as back-
ward looking.  It is as if the statement by Pope Benedict XVI in 2007; “What earlier generations held as sacred, 
remains sacred and great for us too, and it cannot be all of a sudden entirely forbidden or even considered harmful” should be 
considered untrue.  I contend and put it to you that this adequately proves the point that the “prophets of 
doom" indeed seriously and persistently intend to establish a definitive ontological break within the Church. 

Most worryingly, the suppression of the contemplative religious orders, the orders attached to a life in 
accordance with pre Vatican II religious vows and those, who changed their Liturgical orientation towards 
the traditional Latin Liturgy, is factually a denial that the Holy Spirit could work through a life of prayer 
and tradition. Does not this fact alone prove that these ambiguous changes are truly not inspired by the 
Holy Spirit, and are instead wilfully, purposefully and intentionally meant to propagate an ontological break 
within the Church? 

Today, after a long-term process of ambiguous changes since the Second Vatican Council, it appears 
that the modernists consider that the time is ripe now for definitive substantial changes like the abolition 
of compulsory celibacy for priests and the ordination of women as deacons. Indeed, a number of the 

changes manifest since Vatican II have been 
initiated by diplomatically and carefully for-
mulated ambiguities within the Council’s 
documents to achieve a majority of “placet” 
voters (at that time), and have more or less 
contributed as a pre-conditioning for these 
final steps, attempts at which we are now 
witnessing. These pre-conditioning changes 
were for example; abolition of the anti-mod-

ernist oath, reform of several religious vows, reforms of the curia, devolution of power to the majority of 
bishops conferences, reform of the Liturgy and especially its desecration. This drastic desecration of the 
liturgy started with the “experimental period” between the reforms of 1965 and 1970, and was then followed 
by the new and greatly weakened rubrics of the 1970 reform. Through these ambiguous steps, a conviction 
has been established, which denies that the Holy Spirit also works through minorities, such as for example 
during the Arian crisis. The truth of the matter is of course that the Holy Spirit continues to work (inde-
pendently of their age) through all faithful, priests, Bishops, Cardinals and Popes that humbly collaborate 
with Him, even the emeriti among them and each in accordance with their ordained or consecrated min-
istries respectively (Witness His Holiness Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI as an excellent and prime example).  

While the modernists sought to change the Church substantially during the Second Vatican Council, 
Pope Paul VI nevertheless blocked this. Although he had allowed, both many ambiguous texts in the 
Council’s Documents, and changes during the Council and immediately thereafter, he protected the struc-
ture of the Church by issuing Nota Explicativa Praevia against the introduction of a false collegiality. He did 
the same for Sacred Doctrine by obliging the Council Committee to replace the draft text, which implicitly 
denied Tradition as one of the two sources of Revelation, for a text that explicitly spoke of the two sources 
(Scripture and Tradition). Furthermore, with regard to the compulsory celibacy of priests, Pope Paul VI 
forbade public discussion on this matter during the Council in a letter of October 11, 1965. This letter was 
addressed to Cardinal Tisserant and in it, the Pope stated that he would decide on this matter himself ("My 
Journal of the Council" by Yves Congar page 808). Therefore in 1967 he published the Encyclical Sacerdotalis 
Caelibatus on this subject. The same happened regarding the pressure to relax the Church’s principles of 
Pastoral Care on sexual morals, especially with respect to contraception, which Pope Paul VI also rejected 
from the agenda of the Council, and which resulted in the publication of his 1968 Encyclical Humanae 
Vitae. And finally, on request of the first Bishops Conference in 1967, Pope Paul VI addressed in June 30, 

1968, the “Credo of the People of God” [Motu Proprio Solemni hac Liturgia]. 

http://www.vatican.va/content/paul-vi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-vi_enc_24061967_sacerdotalis.html
http://www.vatican.va/content/paul-vi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-vi_enc_24061967_sacerdotalis.html
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Consequently, no one can make any claim to the Council for proposing substantial changes regarding 
collegiality, the two Sources of Revelation (Scripture and Tradition), compulsory celibacy for priests, the 
ban on ordination of women deacons and contraception. And, despite the fact that the post-conciliar popes 
John Paul II and Benedict XVI have more than once confirmed these doctrines, the modernist rebels 
continue to constantly oppose these fundamental doctrines.  

Then a view years after the Council (1968-1970) the modernists spearheaded opposition to these same 
fundamental doctrines at the “Dutch Pastoral Council”, their revolutionary proposals and requirements were 
firmly rejected a second time by Pope Paul VI. Finally they concluded, “we have been too fast”. And 
today, 50 years later, with a Pope, Cardinals and Bishops that neither participated directly in the work of 
the Council nor experienced the debacle of the “Dutch Pastoral Council”, once again the modernists come 
forward in an organized manner with the same spearheads as before, by means of the “German Synodal 
Path”. Their "prophets of doom" mantra now ad-
dresses the Amazon area as new lever for 
change.  The Final Document of the Amazon 
Synod “The amazon: new paths for the church 
and for an integral ecology” factually accuses the 
Church for being inadequate in the Amazon re-
gion. And so, among others, it comes forth with 
proposals for the ordination of married “viri pro-
bati" as priests and female deacons respectively; 
in essence this document denies Tradition as one 
of the sources of Revelation.  And once more the accusing finger has been mistakenly and erroneously 
pointed at the Mystical Body of Christ, its Structure, Doctrine, Sacred Life and its principles of Pastoral 
Care as being the cause of all these evil problems in the Amazon region. Whereas, the undisputed pastoral 
problems in the Amazon region, however, result directly from the modernist actions and consequences of 
their liberal interpretation of the Second Vatican Council.  Surely the proposals have as their (unstated) 
consequence the creation of a different Church that is more comfortable with and pleasing to the world. 
The logical consequence is evident in the ambiguous Exhortation by Pope Francis that is being followed 
and used by the “German Synodal Path”. 

However, due to the publication of the book “From the Depths of Our Hearts” by Pope-emeritus Benedict 
XVI and Cardinal Sarah the (non-compliant) Exhortation of Pope Francis could not confirm the abolition 
of compulsory Celibacy, nor the ordination of female deacons.   

As a result, the modernist reformers should have concluded by now, just like 50 years ago, that they 
have still been too fast to take that final step to substantially change the Mystical Body of Christ. However 
by using the ambiguities containing by the Exhortation Querido Amazionia, they are still striving with great 
impatience towards their intended goal of achieving a substantial change of the Church.  

Therefore, more than ever the Church needs Cardinals and Bishops, like Pope-emeritus Benedict 
XVI and Cardinal Sarah, fulfilling their ministerial duty to defend and protect the Church by warn-
ing the Pope of the false promptings of Satan through these modernist “prophets of doom”.  

Clearly the modernists do not want to learn from history! Isn’t this triple sequence of rejection - the 
Second Vatican Council itself, the Dutch Pastoral Council and now at the beginning of the German Syn-
odal Path – a miracle in itself and a sign from the Holy Spirit to stop that revolutionary endeavor to sub-
stantially change the Church?  

This is surely a clear signal to return to the sacred patrimony of the Fathers and the everlasting truth 
of the Lord.  

Today, 50 years after the “Dutch Pastoral Coun-

cil”, once again the modernists come forward in an or-

ganized manner with the same spearheads, now called 

the “German Synodal Path” with their "prophets 

of doom" mantra concerning the Amazon area. 

Once more the accusing finger has been mistakenly and 

erroneously pointed at the Mystical Body of Christ. 

 


